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OUR STORY...

In 1974, the Idaho State Legislature passed the Correctional Industries Act creating Idaho Correctional Industries (ICI) as a financially self-sufficient organization. The act empowered the Idaho Board of Correction as the governing body over ICI.

Our objective is to decrease idleness by providing incarcerated inmates with job training and work experience. We accomplish this by training inmates in a realistic environment that teaches work ethics and skills that increase their chance for successful transition to a productive member of society. We also aim to reduce the tax burden of the correctional system. We are able to do this by promoting positive inmate behavior while incarcerated, reducing the recidivism rate, operating a self-funded program and offering outstanding value to our customers.

The ICI staff is comprised of business and manufacturing professionals experienced in product design, vocational training, manufacturing, marketing and sales. This experience is the foundation of developing inmate training programs that manufacture products that can be sold to authorized markets.

The state legislation defines the markets that are eligible to purchase ICI products. Authorized markets includes state and local government, non-profit, private sector wholesalers and retailers within the state of Idaho. With over 45 years of experience, we are excited to see what new opportunities are available to us. The inmate population is ever changing and our goal is to provide as much training to the population as possible. We look forward to expanding the skills that inmates are able to attain.
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Prices are good until December 31, 2020
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CORDOVA CONFERENCE CHAIR

Item # B7301

Pricing:
• $ 300.00 each

Features:
• Designed for executive comfort at an affordable price
• Thick foam for comfort and total body support
• Covered with genuine black leather and tufted cushions
• Built-in lower lumbar support and waterfall edge
• Soft polyurethane arm rests
• Easy to use tension adjustment plus
• One-lever control allows for easy seat height, tilt tension and tilt lock adjustment
• Sturdy frame construction
• Pneumatic height adjustment
• Five-star composite black base with hooded barrel casters
PRESIDER CONFERENCE CHAIR

Item # PRESIDERMB-D MID BACK
Item # PRESIDERHB-D HIGH BACK

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics

MID BACK
• $ 499.00

HIGH BACK
• $ 599.00

Features:
• Energy absorbing ENERSORB™ seat and back foam conforms to the body and disperses weight ergonomically
• Synchronous knee-tilt mechanism with multi-position tilt lock, pneumatic height adjustment and tension controls
• Height Adjustable Arms
• Compound Curved Back
• Built-In Lumbar Support
• 5 Prong Heavy Duty Base
• 2” Dual Carpet Casters
• Upgraded fabric options available at additional cost
MXO CONFERENCE CHAIR

Item # MXOCC

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
• $ 499.00

Features:
• Responsive Elastic Mesh
• Air Flows Freely
• Fixed Arms
• Fits Under Standard Table
• Extreme Comfort
• Allows for circulation
• Waterfall Seat Design

• Reduces sitting fatigue
• Memory Height & Position Gas Lift
• Returns to same height
• Base 5 Prong Heavy Duty
• 2” Mag Wheel Carpet Casters
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
DELTA-AUSTIN CONFERENCE CHAIR

Item # DELTA-AUSTIN

Pricing:
- $699.00 each

Features:
- Thin & modern profile with lumbar support built into the curved back
- Waterfall seat for extra comfort
- Stylish aluminum accents: curved aluminum arms with polyurethane arm cap, aluminum die cast base and chrome hooded casters
- High profile knee tilt chair control with height and tension adjustment
- Comes in black as shown, also available with black nylon accents
SNAP TASK CHAIR

Item # SNAP-D (without Arms)
Item # SNAPW-D (with T Arms)

Pricing:
• $ 109.95 without Arms
• $ 129.95 with T Arms

Features:
• Comfort features include molded foam on seat & back and lumber support pillow
• Durability features include fiberglass-reinforced nylon base, black poly back shroud and thread lock-treated hardware
• Features adjustable back height and seat depth
• Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
• Arm Options available at additional cost
SNAP ADVANCED TASK CHAIR

Item # SNAPAT –D (without Arms)
Item # SNAPATA –D (with T Arms)

Pricing:
• $ 125.95 without Arms
• $ 209.90 with T Arms

Features:
• Advanced function for long-term comfort includes seat & back angle adjustment
• Available in High & Mid Back
• Features adjustable seat height & depth, back height and arm width & height
• Comfort features include molded foam on seat & back and lumber support pillow
• Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
• Arm Options available at additional cost
PHANTOM MID-BACK MESH CHAIR

Item # PHANTOM

Pricing:
- $205.00 each

Features:
- Swivel Tilt Control
- Tilt Lock
- Pneumatic Height Control
- Stylish Mesh Back
- Passive Lumbar Support
- Waterfall Seat
- Aluminum Polished Base
- Carpet Casters
BREATHE JR TASK CHAIR

Item # BRTHMBJR-D
Item # BRTHMBJRARMS

Pricing:
- 1-5  $ 229.95 each
- 6-10 $ 219.95 each
- 11 + $ 209.95 each

Without Arms, deduct $40.00

Features:
- Seat Height Adjustment Lever activates Gas Lift Cylinder to user seat height preference
- Adjustable Lumbar Support can easily be adjusted from a seated position
- Height Adjustable Arms with Soft Poly Urethane Arm Pads offer comfort for the user
- Soft, Contoured Seat showcases a Waterfall Front Edge
- Mesh Back Design provides comfort, breathability and durability all surrounded by a Reinforced Back Structure
- Durable Dual Wheel Carpet Casters allow Breathe Jr. to move with ease
- Weight Capacity 300 lbs.
- Seat Back Comes in Black only
- Seat Pad can be customized to other colors
**OCCUPY TASK CHAIR**

**With Arms:**
Item # OCC101-B-XX (Black mesh w/ choice of fabric)  
OCC101-G-XX (Grey mesh w/ choice of fabric)

**Without Arms:**
Item # OCC201-B-XX (Black mesh w/ choice of fabric)  
OCC201-G-XX (Grey mesh w/ choice of fabric)

**Pricing:**
- **With Arms:** $289.00
- **Without Arms:** $259.00

**Features:**
- Reinforced nylon frame supports the Cool Grey or Black mesh insert
- Mechanism adjusts the resistance to reclining based on the user’s weight, eliminating the need for a tension control knob
- Plywood seat board with dual molded urethane foams are upholstered and finished with a black plastic under-shroud
- Height-adjustable arms offer a 2½” range to provide every user with a perfect fit for intensive tasks
- A 5-star base with a 26” diameter provides stability without making the chair cumbersome or unwieldy
- Weight Capacity 300 lbs.
CARLSON HIGH BACK TASK CHAIR

Item # CARLSONHB (without Seat Slider)
Item # CARLHBSS-D (with Seat Slider)

Pricing:
- $299.95 without Seat Slider
- $429.00 with Seat Slider

Features:
- Synchro-Tilt Mechanism with Side Tension Adjustment
- Multiple Position Tilt Lock
- Slow Lock Release Side Tension Adjustment
- Arm Height & Width Adjustment
- Contoured Polyurethane Arm Pad
- Ratchet Back Height Adjustment
- Waterfall Seat Design to reduce muscle fatigue
- Customer choice of ICI standard and stock fabrics
BREATHE TASK CHAIR

Item # BRTH.P.NA.BL.KD
Item # BRTH.AARMSET.BL
Item # BRTH.HEADREST.BL

Pricing:
• Chair $380.00 each
• Add: Arms $55.00 pair
• Add: Headrest $65.00 each

Features:
• Optional Arms & Headrest
• Mesh Back – Breathability
• Built in Lumbar Support
• Synchronized Knee Tilt
• Heavy Duty Gas Lift for Smooth Adjustment
• Dual Wheel Carpet Caster
• Soft Contoured Arm Pad
• Six Separate Arm Adjustments 2.75” Range
• Mesh Seat Fabric
• 5 Different Positions in Tilt Range
• Tilt Tension Knob
• Weight Capacity 300 lbs.
• Seat Back Comes in Black only
• Seat Pad can be customized to other colors
ITHACA TASK CHAIR

Item # ITHACATARM-D

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
- $399.95 with T Arms

ITHACA TASK CHAIR

Features:
- Flowing Back Design
- 3” Back Height Adjustment
- Built in Lumbar Support
- 3” Height & Width Arm Adjustment
- Seat Depth Slider
- Synchronous Mechanism
- Tilt Tension Knob
- 5 Star Reinforced Base
- Thick Molded Seat
- 4 Different Arm Options
- Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
- Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
- Arm Options available at additional cost
LXO MESH BACK TASK CHAIR

Item # LXOMB

Pricing:
• $499.00

Features:
• Mesh Backing – Air Flows Freely, Moves with You
• Arm Rest-Adjust Up Down
• Seat Depth Adjuster
• Base 5 Prong- 2” Mag Wheels, Carpet Casters
• Memory Foam Seat-Allows for Circulation
• Synchro-tilt Mechanism
• Pneumatic Height Adjustment
• Tension Control
• Four-Way Stretch Fabric
• Seat Pad can be customized to other color options
DANUBE MESH TASK CHAIR with HEADREST

Item # DANUBE-BK

Pricing:
- 1-10  $466.00 each
- 11-25 $460.00 each
- 26+  $440.00 each

Features:
- Light Weight, Fully Ergonomic, Modern Office Chair
- High Strength Geometric Mesh Seat & Back offers breath-ability and comfort
- Multi-Function Synchrony-Tile Mechanism with Side Tension
- 5 Position Tilt Lock, Positive Back Release Feature
- 5” Seat Height Adjustment
- High Strength Gas Lift
- Arms Adjust and Pivot, Sliding Top Soft Arm Caps
- Die Cast Aluminum for strength
- Twin Wheel, Soft Tread Casters
- Injection Molded, Glass-Reinforced Nylon Chair Base
JAGUAR TASK CHAIR

Item # JAGE101FE
Item # JAGE301FE (with Headrest)

Pricing:
• 1-5  $ 499.00 each
• 6-10  $ 475.00 each
• 11+  $ 449.00 each
• Add: Headrest $ 525.00 each

Features:
• High Performance Ergonomic Seating
• Mesh Mid Back
• Medium 20.5” Seat
• Seat slides 2.5” in depth
• Seat Height adjustment 17”h to 22”h
• Lumbar Travels Up 3”
• Lumbar Tension Knob for more support
• Fold Back Arms
• Arm Height Adjustment 3”
• 2 Position Back Lock System
• Tension control for rocking back.
• Weight capacity 250 lbs.
• Seat Pad can be customized to other color options and fabric upgrades at additional cost
SHERMAN TASK CHAIR

Item # SHERMAN -D

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
• $ 699.00

Features:
• Heavy-Duty Task Chair
• Supports 350 lbs. for 24/7 use
• Breakaway Arms
• Adjustable Arm Heights
• 23-1/2” Wide Seat
• Adjustable Seat Height of 3-1/2”
• Oversized Molded-foam Seat Pan with a Waterfall Edge for greater comfort
• Back Lock System
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
CXO MESH BACK TASK CHAIR

Item # CXOMB (without Headrest)
Item # CXOMBHR (with Headrest)

Pricing:
• $699.00 without Headrest
• $769.00 with Headrest

Features:
• Mesh Backing – Air Flows Freely, Moves with You
• Arm Rest-Adjust Up Down and In Out, Swivel Pads
• Seat Slider Depth Adjuster
• Base 5 Prong- 2” Mag Wheels, Carpet Casters
• Memory Foam Seat-Allows for Circulation
• Waterfall Design-Reduces Sitting Fatigue
• Lumber Support
• Four-Way Stretch Fabric
• Color Options available at additional cost
PILOT TASK CHAIR with BREAKAWAY ARMS

Item # PILOTBA -D

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
• $ 799.00

Features:
• Accommodates weight up to 400 pounds
• Warranted 24/7 for 10 years
• Breakaway Arms
• Heavy-Duty Casters, Ultra-Durable Plastic Base, A Heavy-Duty Pneumatic Cylinder and A 10-Ply Seat Board
• Pilot Task Chairs Are Available with Loop Arms, T Arms, Or Armless. The Looped Arm is Fixed Height and Fixed Width, with a Soft Radius Aesthetic. T Arm Adjust 2-3/4” height and 2-1/2” width
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
COMFORT RX TASK CHAIR

Item # COMFORTRX

Pricing:
• $ 999.00

Features:
• Medical Seating
• Ergonomic Task Chair with standard memory foam
• Ergonomically contoured seat
• Seat slider
• Mechanical adjustable lumbar support
• Memory foam seat and back overlay
• Adjustable Memory Pad arms
• Waterfall seat front
• Designed for optimum comfort and fatigue relief
• Optional Headrest
REVELATION GUEST CHAIR

Item # REVCHRB
Item # REVCHRBC-D (with Casters)

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
• $ 200.00
• $ 217.00 with casters

REVELATION GUEST CHAIR w/ARMS

Features:
• Features a tubular steel frame and dimpled poly seat and back, that can be paired with upholstered seat or seat and back pads to coordinate with your décor
• Exposed poly seats and backs feature an eye-catching dimpled texture in a variety of standard colors
• The back features an integrated molded handle that makes Revelation even easier to move and stack
• Molded poly arms curve and flare to complement the chair’s contemporary style and maximize space for the user
• The Four-Leg Stack Chair can be stacked 6-high on the floor or 10-high on a dolly to save space
• Four-Leg Chairs with Casters replace the Stack Chairs’ steel or polypropylene glides with nylon casters for unsurpassed mobility
• Upgraded fabric options available at additional cost
• Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
ITHACA SLED GUEST CHAIR

Item # ITHASLEDAD (with Arms)
Item # ITHASLED (without Arms)

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
• $ 229.95 with Arms
• $ 195.95 without Arms

Features:
• Flowing Back Design
• Built in Lumbar Support
• Thick Molded Seat
• Sled shaped black steel tube base
• Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
• 4 Different Arm Options
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
SITKA SIDE CHAIRS

Item # (Depends on model & color)

Pricing:
• $ 135.00 all PVC (without arms)
• $ 175.00 all PVC (with arms)
• $ 195.00 PVC back, upholstered seat (w/o arms)
• $ 225.00 PVC back, upholstered seat (w/arms)

Features:
• Comfort features include molded foam on seat & back and lumber support pillow
• Durability features include fiberglass-reinforced nylon base, black poly back shroud thread lock- treated hardware
• Features adjustable back height and seat depth
• Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
• Arm Options available at additional cost
NAVIGATOR SIDE CHAIR

Item # CHSNV-D (without Arms)
Item # CHSNVA-D (with Arms)

Pricing: with ICI Standard fabrics
• $249.95 without Arms
• $259.95 with Arms

Features:
• Sturdy Four Leg Design with Casters
• Weight Capacity 300 lbs.
• Articulating Back
• High Degree of Ergonomic Comfort
• Fold up Seat and nest several Chairs together to collectively move and store them

• Natural for Conference and Training Rooms
• Upholstered Seat with Optional Back
• Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
• Weight Capacity 300 lbs.
DAKOTA STACKING CHAIR

Item # CHS102-B-BK

Pricing:
• $ 69.95

Features:
• Comfortable, high-density stack chair that is exceptionally rugged
• Back is high (14” from seat) for greater back comfort
• Back support consists of two rods welded along entire length (3”) for strength
• 360-degree welds for strength
• Seat is contoured for greater comfort
• Polypropylene seat & back are more scratch and scuff resistant than polyethylene
• Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
CHEYENNE STACK CHAIR

Item # PER24-B-D

Pricing:
• $ 129.95

Features:
• The ultra-durable color-through polypropylene seat & back are available in a wide variety of colors
• Features a waterfall edge for unrestricted circulation
• Distinct back curvature provides exceptional lumbar support and comfort
• The back flexes for greater comfort
• Weight capacity 250 lbs.
• Seats & backs are field replaceable for extended service life
• PVC base with upholstered seat & back
• A Cheyenne dolly easily transports up to 25 armless poly chairs (stacked up to 70” high) through standard 80” doorways
SNAP STOOL – 26” BASE RING

Item # SNAPSWR–D (without Arms)
Item # SNAPSWRA–D (with T Arms)

Pricing:
- $ 239.95 without Arms
- $ 269.95 with T Arms

Features:
- Available in High & Mid Back
- Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
- Advanced function for long-term comfort includes seat & back angle adjustment
- Features adjustable seat height & depth, back height and arm width & height
- Comfort features include molded foam on seat & back and lumber support pillow
- The Snap Stool features a stable 26” five-star base with a generous foot ring in black or chrome
- Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
- Arm Options available at additional cost
ITHACA STOOL w/ARMS

Item # ITHASTOOL-D (without Arms)
Item # ITHASTOOLA-D (with T Arms)

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
- $ 379.95 without Arms
- $ 449.95 with T Arms

ITHACA STOOL

Features:
- Flowing Back Design
- 3” Back Height Adjustment
- Built in Lumbar Support
- 3” Height & Width Arm Adjustment
- Seat Depth Slider
- Synchronous Mechanism
- Dual Wheel Carpet Caster or Glides
- Tilt Tension Knob
- 5 Star Reinforced Base
- Thick Molded Seat
- 4 Different Arm Options
- Turn lock foot ring
- Weight Capacity 250 lbs.
- Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
- Arm Options available at additional cost
JAGUAR MESH-BACK STOOL

Item # JAGSTFE

Pricing: with ICI Standard Fabrics
- $569.00

Features:
- High Performance Ergonomic Seating
- Mesh Mid Back
- Medium 20.5” Seat
- Seat Height adjustment 23”h to 30”h
- Lumbar Travels up & down 3”
- Lumbar Tension Knob for more support
- Fold Back Arms
- Arms Height Adjustment 3”
- Upgraded Fabric Options available at additional cost
The mission of Idaho Correctional Industries is to provide technical and pro-social life skills to incarcerated individuals to enhance the chance for successful reentry into our communities.

Vision

Idaho Correctional Industries strives to be the leading correctional industries in the country by providing diversified training opportunities which strengthen Idaho’s work force, reduces recidivism and allows for tax dollars to be appropriated to other community needs.

Values

• ICI is committed to constant training and mentoring of Inmate Trainees.
• ICI is committed to staff development and advancement.
• ICI maintains independent financial sustainability.

Goals

• Provide additional training opportunities to Incarcerated individuals.
• Reduce recidivism.
• Develop, retain and advance ICI Staff.